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And God saw all that He had made,
and behold, it was very good.
Genesis 1:3ia
May our art express that goodness.

Poems and artwork acknowledged as receiving
place honors were judged by Dr. Nicholas Barker and
Mr. Ed Kellogg, respectively.
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FIRST HONORS

OFF THE LINE

Frorn pitching deck to jostling city streets,
The screarn of jets replaced by traffic 's roar
In downtown Hong Kong. Shirnrnering light greets
A look across the harbor. Here the war
Seerns far rernoved; our carrier lies still,
At anchor in a tranquil setting. Four
Of us set out for nightclub 's noisy thrill
To lose the sound of engine whine, exhaust,
And thoughts of where those bornbs will fall--a chill
Crawls up rny back and down again. /'rn lost
Sarne place between deep sleep and wakefulness,
Fearing I'll start up and find I have tossed
And turned all night. Brief respite frorn duress
I find in drearns, where I can convalesce.

John A. Purnrnell
March 25, 1980

HONORABLE MENTION
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ON THE DEATH OF A MUTUAL FRIEND
(To Gray Matthews)

He came from lowly stock, to be sure, for
Liverpool is a far cry from Buckingham
Palace. But he learned from life like few people
I know. And he was never content with
The status quo--or the avant-garde. He
Was a man who loved life, and living (there
Is a difference, you know), and he spoke
To us as a fellow traveler, not
As a "prophet or pundit as some would
Sentimentalize. But he's gone, and far
Too soon, I fear. There was much for him to
Learn--and teach; he left some songs unwritten.
Who knows? He might have found the end of that
Long and winding road he always seemed to
Walk. But he's gone, and far too soon, I fear.
"The dream is over," he said. "What can I say?"

John Pummell
December, 1980
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Bill Hargrove

SECOND HONORS
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FOR THEY SHALL BE FILLED

Teacups and chatter
Society 's ether while
Children die hungry.

Brenda Ledford
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THIRD HONORS

FISHING TRIP

The silky salty ripples lightly lap my starboard,
And my boat rolls gently upon mild ocean swells,
While flighty darting fish fool my baited hook with glee -Though some unfortunate nibblers take too much,
And are jerked from amidst the circled comfort of their peers.
Poor souls! Alone, unaccompanied, to face slow death,
Or if life prevails, greasy buttered frying pan.
My fish-bucket fills, and to my sight,
Certain islands no longer greet my gaze,
As a long white moving wall slowly absorbs them.
Oh, the fog! Blown in from sea,
Fallen down from sky,
The humbled essence of kingly clouds brought low to earth.
I wait.
And soon, I too am overtaken,
Gently enshrouded with smooth silken mist seeping moisture in my clothes,
Seeing nothing but silver-white -The islands and the mainland long since hidden
By a circling swirling curtain dancing to and fro.
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My compass safegaurds passage home to port,
Though fog attempts deceit.
But before I start. I stand -My sweeping gaze of grayish -white oblivion all around
Brings to my mind remembrances of things past,
And not so far past,
As a dredge digs up gritty worthless sand and silt
From an age-old harbor's bottom :
Yes, the image is clearer now,
As I sit with elbows on the gunnels,
A map across my lap;
I think of sitting alone in a crowd of worshippers,
In a multicolored mile-high mansion,
Where warmth and cheer abound,
And the sweet sounds drift from floor to roof,
And back again
(Though some escape through chinks and cracks not sealed,
Leading out into the cold gray clouds of the endless atmosphere) -And from my single solitary craft
I call out into the ocean fog But am answered only by the lap-lap -lapping of the waves,
The flapping wings of a fleeing gull bound shoreward,
And the lonesome echo of a distant foghorn 's moan.

Bruce McRae

3/22/81
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HONORABLE MENTION

PEOPLE PIECES

I saw inside you, thanks,
I caught a glimpse of me in there,
I saw the whole race in its frail glory.
The tough aren't so tough, just well padded,
The cool aren't so hot, they just play the game,
The gentle aren't so soft, they understand.

Tucker Pennington

FIRST HONORS-DRAWING

Louise Tyler
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M . Darnien Howard
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Experience in photography for M . Damien
Howard has "been like a course here at Covenant, in
fact, one of the most important courses to me." A
senior from Maryland, Damien 's interest in photography sprouted from the gift of a camera, then
began flourishing three years ago through his work
for the TARTAN, the BAGPIPE and Covenant's
Public Relations office.
He also has been taking
pictures for his own interest; two were published in
Charles Co/son's LIFE SENTENCE. Damien says
photography will probably claim a place in future
plans.

HONORABLE MENTION
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SPRING '18

At the cradle you must tarry
Until you prove you are of age
To venture into other realms
To taste of thyme and sage
It is a long drop for a wee one
Whose heart is drifting out
Whose cries have long grown silent
Whose lips have ceased to pout
Which becomes you most?
Your britches or your gown?
Which will come most often
When at last you join me down?
I greet both with joy,
And therefore so shall you
For I have from my cradle jumped
As you must also do

Lisa Melton
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6/80

Omniscience, who mercifully bled,
Unlocks my heart's door with a holy key,
Cast frorn the vile metal hypocrisy,
And slowly extracts from my crimson bed
Antithesis, your Christian narne; for in
The mirror of my desire exists no
Reflection. Swearing its presence there, though,
I gazed forever. Realization!

Faces bared, you and I are much the same--lgnorance is bliss in more ways than one,
Pride eradicates wisdom and knowledge.
The circle is vicious, no one's to blame--We have made the same turn, the Dance goes on
To the sent-in clowns we now pay homage

Lisa Melton

Louise Tyler
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FULL SUN

Ed Kellogg '8 1

Mr. Kellogg began drawing and
painting as a kid, and, when eight,
attended a summer children 's art
program at the Philadelphia
Museum of Art. Soon after, his
interest in art waned and it was not
until high school that he picked it
back up again. An art major in
college solidified his interest and he
has been "working hard ever since."
One of Mr. Kellogg 's works has
been accepted for a Smithsonian
Institute Art Exhibition.
Mr.
Kellogg is quite happy with his
present working arrangement with a
half-time teaching load at Covenant
enabling him to spend more time in
his studio.
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Bill Higgins
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DISSOLUTION

Whether we like it or not, nothing lasts.
Pride of accomplishment, fear of trying.
Presents are hardly more solid than pasts.
Burning tastes of rib-eye, unbroken fasts,
Sweat-tangled nightmares, easy replying.
Whether we like it or not, nothing lasts.
Baby-smooth skin, bone-broken splints and casts,
Depression of debt, generous buying.
Presents are hardly more solid than pasts.
Insecure ignorance , knowledge amassed,
Strenuous love-making, throat-ache crying.
Whether we like it or not, nothing lasts.
Even the neatness of balanced contrasts
Offers no guarantee against lying.
Presents are hardly more solid than pasts.
Bleak fogs, warm spring storms, optimists' forecasts
Glibly dropped in the ears of the dying.
Whether we like it or not, nothing last.
Presents are hardly more solid than pasts.

Nicholas P. Barker
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INHIBITED

I long to flop on the floor
Undignified
And writhe shameless on my back
Like a dog,
A secular David
Dancing horizontal
Abandon
Before no visible ark,
Sating the itch
My fingernails cannot reach .
Nicholas P. Barker

Although he started writing poetry as a child,
Dr. Barker first began to take poetry seriously over
ten years ago when he first taught the advanced
writing course at Covenant. Poetry as a vocation
would be very appealing to Dr. Barker if it could
provide a living, but for now, it is his major avocation . Dr. Barker reads at least a poem a day and is
presently reading through the poetry of e. e.
cummings.
Dr. Barker commented, "If I could
produce a hundred poems which I had genuine
respect for, I might consider that a greater contribution to the work of God's kingdom than my
years of teaching and academic administration.

A QUOTIDIAN KITCHEN CONCERN
Before daybreak unscrewing the lids
Of vitamin pills' plastic bottles,
Hoping to prevent their several smells
(8- 1 being far the nastiest)
From reaching beyond my vestibular nostrils,
Abruptly I catch, then hold, then try
Thinly to expel my already too spent breath
Until all the unwelcome odors deliquesce.
Nicholas P. Barker
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He sits day on day
In his solitary mind.
The faithful clock strikes:
Noon again.
I sit beside him hoping
To ease his loneliness,
Knowing my identity is tied
Somehow to his.
Each time I come to visit,
There is something I learn.
The ticking clock, the change
Of days, of seasons.
Reminds me of age,
Of unlearned wisdom .
I wonder now if my time 's
Investment really is
Worth the lessons.
The answer lies in the
Bond growing strong
Between us.
We sit together and watch
The lazy falling flakes,
Each enveloped in our
Solitary minds.

Brenda Ledford
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Woodman seduced true music out of time.
Within its realm his being sang.
One with the cadences,
Agile fingers danced as
Flute merged with limber form
And white chemise whirled silver.
Moonshine glinted alabaster radiance ,
Touched his smile, electrified his hair.
Trills of ecstacy enveloped the air
In poignant moments which could not last
Enchanter, tunesmith , inspiration mine,
Wrap me in your parting song!

Brenda Led ford
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Louise Tyler
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A derelict died last evening.
No quake shook the city with his
Passing, no clouds veiled neon lights
Reflected on glazed cornea staring
From the gutter. His last supper
Was selected from a garbage
Pail, a kind of smorgasbord
Left by sated customers
From the church next door. His tattered
Clothing testified to his
Poverty; his breath gave mute
Witness to the drink which had
Flushed the life from his body.
" If any man eats my flesh and
Drinks my blood, he shall live forever. "
It was not a question of
Quantity, but of kind.

John Pummell
October, 1980
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M. Darnien Howard
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Remembered happiness is not enough
To still my long unsatisfied desire.
The tenuous stuff of fancies, wishes, dreams
Is only smoke blown from a distant fire
To smart my eyes and leave me in the dark;
It burns my throat but leaves me trembling cold.
Perhaps I glimpse the flickering of one spark;
But no, I reach and there is only mold
Here at my feet.

Ira David Halvorsen
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One infinitesimal speck of dust
As visioned through a universe's eyes,
One tiny fragment of a world
That whirls its way through boundless skies,
One insignificant lump of clay
As fashioned on a mighty potter's wheel,
One lowly vessel careless used
And cast aside e'er scarce the seal
Of irrevocable night is stamped
Upon the finished scroll of day,
And utter blackness quells the light,
Dispels from sight each glimmering ray.
One infinitesimal speck of dust,
And yet contains a universe apart;
One tiny fragment of a world,
Still in it lies a burning heart;
One insignificant lump of clay,
But from it fashioned by the Master's touch
One lovely vessel tender used
And fo r eternity : Oh , such
Will be the dust, fragment lump of clay
That when the dar kness shuts the door
Upon the fading fragile day,
Light bursts much brighter than before.

Ira David Halvorsen

Bill Hargrove
THE GUTTER ON MAIN STREET

(A Modern Allegory)

Let the Sweet Wine flow!
Let it not remain corked and
Breached by stained glass bottles.
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Let the Bitter Wine flow! Issuing forth from broken bottles
Smashed against the sidewalk.
Let it disgust those fond of
Sweet rolls and chablis;
May it repulse them ,
An_d may they stumble over children's
Toys lying in the sidewalk
(Their owners now playing in the marketplace),
Falling into piles of broken glass.
There are drunkards,
Rolling and cajoling in the Gutter,
Muttering gutteral utterances
in-understandable to audible sense.
They are spit on from the sidewalk By those audacious few who dare.
The rest merely wince:
"Poor fellows! Poor lost fellows!
They were once with us!
But what are we to do?
Can we not rehabilitate them?"
"Yes, it has been tried. But alas,
As those who have fallen from Heaven's Gate
Can ne'er be returned thence,
So it is: the road from
Innocent sobriety is one way.
In their state, they merely bring disgrace
Upon our well-reputed, civil race!"
"Oh, watch out for that broken glass!
The wretches are trying to cut us!"
They continue to roll in the Gutter,
Reeking of bliss,
Ultimately intoxicated,
Filled to the measure with simple, mindless pleasure,
Beckoning others to join in.
Surely they know better!
Some onlookers roll with glee,
Some bang their windows in disgust,
Others, somehow, join the festivities
in the Gutter,
Leaving open-mouthed families,
half-baked bread,
Unfinished tax returns.
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And the townspeople gape at the Gutter,
While the high society pass by
On the sidewalk Unnoticed,
Daintily sidestepping broken bottle ends,
Incensed at such monstrous disorder.
At a hearing one day, over toast and tea,
The verdict was reached:
"What a crude place, the Gutter,
Leading more and more townspeople to their doom
Through its enticing abomination.
The Townspeople The idiots/ The deceived/
And the deceivers, the slithering snakes,
May they be smitten and strung, disowned of all,
And their corpses returned to the Gutter.
Surely, they know better/"
But the party goes on in the Gutter,
The revelling rebels impervious, uncaring,
Disregarding the death sentence issued from the
Crystal courtroom in the mansion
Which overlooks the town square,
High above the guttered streets.
Bruce McRae
10/ 18/80

Bill Hargrove
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some thoughts escape the wintry island
but mine never do
some strong desires sail away
but mine never do
even as the skies darken nearly every time I walk
discouragement fails to attack the sky I see
earthen brightness blows up
as I dance across the leaves
some dreams unfold themselves and fade
but mine never do
some eyes close and wipe out hidden views
but mine never do
what beauty westward gazes often bring
sunset spider web you have caught my eves
grievious splinters are cast to the wind
the smallest love under golden orange doubles in size
some contemplations fall to the sea
but mine never do
some emotions rise to rainbows
mine do

Valerie Esau
2/18/'8 1

HONORABLE MENTION
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ENCORE

The stage is set
for another performance,
and the star brilliantly
changes his pleasant, warm expression
to a deep, angry red.
Every movement he makes
is executed with style and grace.
Even the backdrop,
how it glitters and dazzles . . .
Yet all too soon
the final scene is over, and
gr
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a black curtain
replaces
the face of the
star.

The drama ends,
and critics look on,
yet too few give
the Director
the credit He deserves
for this
breath-taking performance.

Mar!ayne Vandenburg
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